In this paper, we showed that a hyperbolic spherical curve in the Minkowski space-time 
where a and b are arbitrary constants (see also [1] ). On the other hand, Wong [9] gave a condition for a curve to be a spherical curve without any preconditions on ( ) s E . Similarly, Dannon [2] showed that spherical curves in the Euclidean 4-space 4 E can be given by Frenet analogue equations in On the other hand, the differential equation characterizing a hyperbolic spherical curve in Minkowski 3-space 
is a unit speed space-like curve with a time-like principal normal N , then
is a unit speed space-like curve with a null principal normal N , then
where a and b are arbitrary constants. We should note that there are no time-like and light-like (null) unit speed curves which lie on the hyperbolic sphere in Minkowski 3-space
It is also shown in [7] that a unit speed space-like curve in 3 1 E with a space-like principal normal N (resp., with a time-like principal normal N ) lies on a hyperbolic sphere if and only if there is a function 
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T are the tangent, the principal normal, the first binormal and second binormal vector fields, respectively. In this Frenet frame, 1 
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